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distinction between r.1elody tier and CV-skeleton has made 
a revealing representation of geminate consonants as we see 

rf rf 
.'\ / 

C C 
........ / 

t 

I~ this paper we propose that the formal representation of 
arrhisyllabicity is identical to that of gemination. In both cases 
we are dealing with one unit \'ihich is part of bio syl1ables; the 
consonant is initiated in the first syllable and released in the 
second syllable. Before Vie look at tne relevant facts of Danish 
which support the analysis, let us briefly discuss the general 
conceptual considerations behind our approach to all'bisyllabicity. 

There are phoneti c dif-ferenc:es between gemi nate consonants and 
arrbisyllabic consonants Vlhich could be taken to argue against our 
proposal; geminates in languages like Halian or Finnish are 
demonstrably langer than simple consonants, whereas awbisy11abic . 
consonants of English, at least flaps, are noticeably shorter. If 
the units of the skeleton tier are taken as having a timing value 
whieh can be cashed' in real tiJ11;2, then our identical representation 
for anbisyllabicity and gemination would be in trouble. But we 
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knw indepeMlently that this picture is sorrewhat naiVE, Not all 
skeleton elements are temporally equa1. Onset consonants, even 
ccxr.plex onset clusters, do not add to th~ 'I'Ieigr,t of syl1ables, This 
shows that subsyl1abic aspects of timing an:: not adequately repre
sented on the skeleton tier. It seems that on1y higher prosodie 
constituents (moras, syllables and feet) playa crucial role in 
timing. The representation whieh we propose for both ambisyllabi
city and gemination brings out what they have in corrmon: their 
syncopated nature with respect to two syllables. Bu':.nowthatwehave 
f113de arrbisyllabic segrn:nts and geminates so simi1ar, one might ask 
how we account for their diffen;nces. \Ie propose that this is to 
be done by phonetic ru1es, which interpret the representation with 
reference to the phonology of the partieular language. \<lhether a 
language allows long consonants underlyingly (e,g. Italian fatto 
vs. fato) or not (e.g. English) will in part determine the final 
phonetic real~zation of the strueture. 

(2) a. 0 0 

'" / 
t 

Kahn (1976) 

b. 0 0 '" / C 
I 
t 

Clements & Keyser 
(1983) 

c. 0... 0 
I 

c 
I 
t 

Selkirk ( 1982) 

Previous proposals for the representation of ambisyllabicity 
\;hich are shown in (2) pose several drawbacks: 

(i) As has been noted in the literature, both Kahn's (2a) and 
Clements and Keyser's (2b) representation result in improper 

. bracketing in prosodie structure. 

(3) [C V [ C 1 V ) 
1 2 1 2 

(ii) Questions wHh n::spect to descriptive power may arise. 
Consider (4). Can the V-slot be shared by different syl1ables 
in a way analogous to the ambisyl1abic C-slot in (2b)? 

(4) 0 0 

,\/ 
V 
I 
a 

(ii;) Autosegmental phonology a11O\',s the representation of complex 
segments oS in (5a) (cL Keyser '" Kiparsky 1982. Steriade 
1932, Clements & Keyser 1983). Compounding this with the 
representati on in (2b) results in (Sb), where the C shared by 
two syllables is also shared by tl·/O melodie segrn:nts. This 
raises an interesting empirical question: 00 such structures 
exist7 
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(5) a. C 
/'\.. 

p f 

b. CI CI " / C 

/ " p f 

(iv) Oenying the existence of "phonologieal" arrtJisyllabicity, 
Selkirk (1982) proposes a rule of resyllabification from onset 
to coda, which we translate as in (6). 

(6) CI. CI 

/ 1---.1 \ 
C y C y 
I I I I 
p i t y 

Pointing out that so-called "arrtJisyll abi c" segments never 
need be syllable-initial and syllable-final at the same time, 
she argues that all phonet;c properties character;stic of 
"arrbisyllabic" segrrents are derived from their coda status. 
The resyllabified structure (6), however, runs counter to the 
universally observed preference for onsets: Syllables do like 
onsets, after all. 

The notion of ambisyllabicity which captures the shared nature 
of the consonant has real intuitive appeal.· This is completely 
lost in a resyllabification analysis. Over and beyond th;s 
syllabification intuition, we will ShOH that there ;s other more 
substantive evidence for the phonological reality of ambisyl1abicity. 

2. Ambisyllabicity in Danish 

In Danish, there ;s evidence that certain consonants function 
simu1taneeusly as the onset of one sy11ab1e and the coda of the 
preceding sy1lab1e. The;r phono1ogical behavior provides empirica1 
support for our hypothesis that such consonants are indeed 
"phonological geminate". In 2.1, we will discuss the phonological 
rules which are necessary background for our analysis. In 2.2, we 
present the analysis of these Danish facts fo11owed by abrief 
comparison of other possib1e analyses in 2.3. 

2.1 There are three rules involved: 
i) Consonant Gradation (CG) - (7) 

ii) Grave Assimilation (GA) - (9) 
iii) St0d Associat;on (SA) - (12) 

In syllab1e final pOSition; underlying obstruents (excluding b) 
under!1O cnnsonant gradation (C~ . 

BOPOWSKI, ITO. ~ESTER 

(7) Con50nan~ Gradation (CG) 

a. 

y/\..c 
b. Underl ~i n9 i.urface 

voiceless ._---) voi ced 
,[ 

weak voi ced ----~ spi rant 

As shown in (7b). underlyinq vOiceless obstruents Ip/, It/, /kl 
become voiced, and underlyinq voiced obstruents /d/ and /g/ become 
fricatives /'0/ and /"r/. In (8) we see exaf11Dles showinq consonant . 
gradation at work. 

(8) 

101 ga lopero aalop 
"ta gallop" 

"ga 11 op" (N) optima 1 

b b 

/tl va terz, vat "cotton wool" atlas 
"to [lad" t 

d d 

Ikl lakera lak "pa;nt" fahem "fact" 
IIto lacquer" t t 

9 9 

Idl abedisa abed "abbot" admiral 
"abbess" t J-

a- ~ 

Ig/ p~dagogi k p~dagög "educator" sygdom "sickness· 
"education" ~ t 

Y Y 

The low vowel a becomes [+gr,avel when followed by a tautosyllabic 
grave consonant. We express this rule by autosegmental assimilation 
of the grave feature as in (g). 

(g) Grave Assimilation (GA): (a + a) 

d 
~ 

y C 
I-~' - ',J 
a [+grave J 

In the examples in (lOa) we see that the grave vowel appears when 
the syllable is closed by a grave consonant. This is in contrast 
to the exaf'lples in.( lOh)· where the grave consonant is the onset of 
the following syllahle. 
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vüks i nera 
~mfiteater 
tlbs a 1 on 
~ld "old" 
ull'g~'1 "exi t" 

b. .2.kusadv 
arrerika 
n~Doleon 
f~mili Cl 

In (11), we see that the vowel quality does not change if the closing 
consonant is a coronal. 

(11) a. atlas 
fQ.ntasera 

b. 1 adn 
f"inatikar 

On an accented syllab1e. a st~d (i.e. glottal stop) is rea1ized 
on the sonoraus coda immediately following the nucleus vowel,as in 
(12) . 

(12) St~d Association (SA)I 

a. * (J 

/~ 
V 

7 

If the vowe\ is lang, it bears the st~d; if the vowel is short. the 
st~d falls on the sonorant consonant «Ba) vs. (13b)). No st~d 
appears ;n (13c) because the postnucleus position is filled by a 
non-son.orous seqrrent. (The st~d i s represented by /' /') 

(13) a. mi'l "mi1e" 
p~' n "pretty" 

b. mil' "mild" 
pcen' "pen" 

c. hest "horse" 
skrift "wrltlng" 

Phonetic variation may occur due to an optiona1 rule of vowel 
shorte'nin'l which displaces the st~d fram the vowel to the consonant. 
Examples are given In (14), 

(14) huO' "skin" 
brew', "letter" 

Notice that each of these rules (CG, GA. SA) has crucially some
thing to do with the coda position in the syllable: CG and SA app1y 
to same segrrent when it is in the coda, GA is conditioned by a 
syllable final consonant. Thus the application of these rules 
shou ld give infonnation about the position a consonant occupies in 
a syllable. 

SOROWSKY, !TO, MESTER 

f .. 

2.2 Consider the conson·ants in the environrrent V_V in OS) and (16). 

(15 ) 
F _ 

a. lCLba "ta patch" b. brcen 'ar "burns (pres. )" c. b"ieYd "ta bake" 

t&!l3 "ta thank" 

(16) a. kclQ.ä 

j.;~ob 

f;tül t~t 

hun' än "the clog" 

"kapDa" b. kan' ada 

"JaKob" 3D,.' ~om 

"faculty" ki'!:I.' ono 

"Canada" 

"annua 1 gran t" 

IIkimono ll 

Althouqh normally Intervocalic consonants show onset properties. 
before a schwa the consonants act as if they were c10sin9 the 
syllable. They show a11 above-rrentioned coda properties. The 
under"ined C in (15a) triggers GA; receives a st6d by SA in (15b); 
and undergoes CG in (15c), These are the cases \'ihicn are traditlon
a11y considered to be arrbisvllab,ic by Jesoersen (1934), Martinet 
(1937) and Basb611 (1974), . 

ComDare the cases in (16) in which intervocalic consonants 
show a mixture of onset and coda Droperties (from Hansen (1979)). 
Before a full vowel, the underlined consonant condi tions GA in 
(16a) and bears st6d (16b), suggesting that these consonants a~ 
codas, However notice that the Cs in (16a) do not, as we mlght 
expect, show the third characteristic of codas --CG (e.g. 
Ijakob. but not *j:XQob). 

lf the 'consonants in (15) are ambisyllabic, what is the status 
of examples In (16)? 

vJe claim thdt the distlnction between the two sets is 
morphological. The cases in (16) are monomorphemic, whereas those 
in (15) are morphologically complex. That they are all followed 
by schwa is coincidentalsince most of the vOI'Iel-lnitial suffixes 
at this level are sch\;a-initial. Thus the distinction between the 
examples in (15a) (e,g. lab3) and (16a) (e.q. kapa) is not merely 
one of vO\'.'el quality. The crucial factor is the different 
morphological bracketinq. 

(17) a. (( lapl ~l 

b [kapa 1 

This interplay of phonological and morphological facts suggests 
an approach in terms of lexical phonology. Following in the spirit 
of Kiparsky (19B3),we assume a single ordered set of rules which, 
in the unmarked case, applies at all levels -- lexical and post
lexical -- and whose differential behavior at each level follows 
from independent qeneral principles. Therefore the morphologically 
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complex [[lap]a] would have a derivation in which CG takes place on 
the earlier cycle [lap] before the infinitive suffix -3 is attached 
In contrast CG does not apoly to [kapa) because there Ts no . 
internaT cycle on ...mich its structural descriotion is met. 1 

To account for the complex of mixed properties shown by the 
consonants in (15) and (16), we introduce a Gemination rule which 
creates the "geminate" structure we suggest in (1). J This rule 
applies. on the ward cycle after stress. 

(18) Gemination: x x 
x --." X x 
a a 

(i.e. Add d second grid position to syllables under stress.) 

In addition, we assume that the segmental material is aligned 
with the grid. Long vowels and closed syllables already fulfill 
the binositional grid alignment - see (19a) and (b). Short open 
syllables will add a position as shown in (19c). 

(19 ) a. x b. x c. x x x x x x x x -7> x x 
I I I I I I I e V e e V e C V e V e 

Let us now consider the derivations in (20): 

(20 ) 
d. kanada b. kapa c. lap d. lapa eG lab (Affi x) lah+a --- .. 

Gemin .. e C C C C C C C \I \/ \/ './ kanada kapa laba 1 apa 
GA e C C e C C 

\ / \ I , / 
kapa laba lapa 

? 

SA I 
C C 
\/ 

kanada 

CG 
-------

Output kan I ada kapa 1aba *1apa 

BOROWSKY, ITO, HESTER 

Application of the gemination rule (18) closes the stressed 
syllable, thus feeding SA and GA in the cases (20a &b) above. On 
the other hand, notice that CG does not take place in (20b). 
Gemination crucially does not feed thTS ruTe because, in general, 
s,uch rules rnay not apply to only part of a geminate structure. Ta 
be precise, we propose that the application of CG in this case ;s 
blocked by the princi[1le of the "integrity of geminates": This 
constraint has been proposed in various forms by KenstOW1CZ & Pyle 
(1973), Guerssel (1978), Schein (1981), Steriade (1982) and many 
others. lIe state our version of this c-onstraint in (21). 

(21) Ge~inate Constraint 

No rule can apply to the melody element of a geminate 
structure unless both skeleton positions fulfill the 
structural description of the rule. 

This constraint" blocks the application of CG in a geminate 
structure such as in (22) because tt would only be applylng to half 
of a geminate. 

(22) c c c C 
\/ I I 

p *> [+weak] [-weak) 

"" 
, / 

P 

To return to the derivations in (20): if laba had gone 
through the rules in the same way as kapa did, we'would expect the 
geminate constraint to block CG, resulting in the ill:formed *lapa. 
Recall however our earlier remark about the morpholog1cal.complexHy 
of this form. This ensures that CG may take place on an earlier 
cvcle as shcl't'!n by the derivation in (20c). Thus the constraint in 
(22) is irrelevant here. We correctly derive the case in (20b) 
without eG, using the geminate constraint, and the case in ~20c) 
with CG because of an earlier cycle in which the consonant 1S purely 
a coda. s Making this assumption we also, correctly, do not derive 
the form in (20d). 

Now that we have shown how our analysis works, 'let us compare 
it to the other analyses. The 'cyclic solu~ion fo~ !he schwa ca~es 
does not bear on the represeritation of am!)lsyllab1c1ty, and it 1S 
available to all analyses. What is however crucially different is 
that with our geminate representation we ca~ invoke the indepen
dentlv motivated universal geminate constra1nt to block the 
application of CG. 

2.3 

Consider the structul"e in (23). 

41 
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(23) cr cr 
/1\ 1 

C V C V 
I I I I 
k Cl P a 

.j. 

b 

This is the structure which would be created in a resyllabification
ta-coda analysis. In this structure both CG and GA can apply. 
deriving the ungralTlllatical */kaba/. 'The desired output is /kapa/. 
without CG. 

Ta overcome this problem. proponents of the resyllabificat10n
ta-coda analysis might argue that the rule of CG is simply no 
longer available at this level. However. this can be shown to be 
false. 

. CG must be applicable in the postlexical phonology. as 
111~strated.by the behavior of the enclitic definite article. Post
lex1cally. 1n (24a) and (b) the enclitic article -aa is added whieh 
undergoes CG. - , 

(24): Ward Level 

Geminati on 

GA 

CG 

Affix 

CG 

Postlexieal 
Level 

Enelitie 

CG 

Output 

a. 

kapa 
C C 
\/ 

kapa 
C C 
\/ 

ka:pa 

kapa + ad 

kapaaJ 

kapaa~ 

b. 

fakultet 
C C 
" I 
,i 

fakultet 
C C 
\/ 

fakultet 
C C 
\/ 

fakul ted 

fakulted + 3d 

fakulteda~ 

fakultedCl ~ 

c. 

god 

goO 

goo + hed 

go~he! 

This shows that CG eannot have been turned off earlier. 

BOROWSKY. ITO. MESTER 

One might"'reject this evidence by arguing that the enelitic 
postarticle is not introduced Dostlexically. Either it could be 
treated as a full word in itself. or it cuu1.d be regarded as aword
level suffix (parallel to -hed "-hood") (see 24c). In bath cases. 
the postarticle would undergo-the ward level rules. in particular CG, 
and there would be no argument to the effect that eG has ta apply 
pastlexicallY. Then, if resyllabification is postlexical and CG does 
not apply after the ward level. the nonapplication of CG in farms 
like lkapa/ is explained. Independent evidence shows that these 
enclitics are indeed postlexically introduced. In (25a). preceding 
the Qenitive endinQ -5. the underlying d of the enclitic article 
does not show gradatiön ta a. whlch wauld be expected 1f the post. 
-article 1s introduced at the ward leve'. Comoare (25b) and (c). 

(25) a. /hüs+ad/+/S/'" /hüs3ds/, */hüsaosl ·of the hause" 

b. /gud/ + /s/ ... /gu~s/, */guds/ "gad's" 

c. /gad + hed/ + /s/ ... /go~he~s/. */god'heds/ "of goodness" 

We exp'ain the form in (25a) as follows. Consider the derivations 
in (26). 

(26) Ward Level a. b. c. d. 

gud gud hüs- hüs 

VA 

CG gu~ gu~ 

Postlexical 
Level 

guo gua + s hüs + 3d hüs + 3d + s 

VA hüs3ts 

CG hüsa~ hüsads 

Output gul guIs hüsa! hüsais 

Danish has an indeQendently motivated rule of voicing assimilation 
(VA) which assimilates the vaiced stop i. but not the vaiced 
fricative 1" to a fol1owing i. This rule is ordered before CG. 

In (26b), the genitive ending -s is added postlexical'y, 
der1\'ing gu~s 'because VA does not affect [. Compare (26d), where 
the form hus3ds ;5 derived. At the postlex1cal level. rules apply 
across-the-board. VA changes the i of the postart;cle to 1. which 
subsequently is gradated back to &. 
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To recapitulate, we have shown that CG must continue to apply 
postlexica11y - a fact which cannot be reconciled w1th the 

.resyllabi fi cati on-to-coda proposa 1. 

How does the C-sharing arrbisyllabic representation in (2), 
reoeated below, fare? 

(27) a er 

" / C 
I 
t 

Since the arrbjsyllabic consonant functions as both coda and onset. 
the overapplication of CG cannot be ruled out by the geminate 
constraint. Rather, information blocking its application to the 
mixed structure in (27) must be encoded into the rule of CG as in (28). 

/ (28) (1 x 
\, / 

C 
J, 

weak 

3. Concluding Remarks 

To sum up so far, we have shown that, assuming aversion of 
lexical phonology and the independently necessary geminate constraint, 
a11 the Oanish facts can be straightforwardly explained if arrbi
syllabic consonants are represented as geminates. 

The Oanish facts show the mixture of onset and coda properties 
characteristic of arrbisyllabies with particular clarity. One might, 
however, wonder how our hypothesis will extend to other eases of 
arrbisyllabicity. As a case in pOint. let us consider some problems 
which surfaee in discussions of English flapping. 

" / Flaps typicallyoccur in the environment vj (cf. a[.Qlöm vs. 
a10mi c. 6 However, the restrietion of flapping to the environment 
"precedi ng uns tressed sy11 ab 1 e" does not hold aeross word-boundari es, 
as eases like a[O]ease, hi [DJA"nny show. Although this has led to 
compllcations in earlier analyses, it can be aceounted for 
unproblematically under our assumptions. In line with our general 
proposal, flaps are created by a stress-conditioned gemination rule. 

(29) C 
I 

a tom by Gemination 

C C 
\I 

a tom 

This structure is interpreted as a flap by the phooetic rule in 
(Ja}.7 

BORO\'SKY. !TO. KESTER 

(30 ) 
t ~ 

Assuming that tne initial syllable of Ann contains an empty C which 
is then fi lled by spreading of the preeeding melody element It/. we 
derive a geminate. The structure of hit Ann is shown in (31). 

(31) C V C C V C 
I I L.... I I 
hit Ann 

This geminate is then realized as a flap by rule (30): which bl~ndly 
interprets any such strueture as [OJ. Thus the confl1ct of enVlrcn
ments mentioned above is resolved. This flap, unlike the general 
case, is not derived by the gemination rule at all - the C:slot 1s 
already present in the underlying phonological representat~on. This 
assurnption is supported by the insertion of glottal stops 1n other 
environments (cf. see Ann, [siy ?~n]). 

Finally, we note that our theory predicts that arrbisyllabicHy 
and true gemination are properties which are in complementary 
distribution. This does not mean that a language which shows 
ambisyllabicity effects eannot at the same time have phonetically 
"long" conson.ants. Rather, the arrbisyllabic consonants will be 
represented as in (32a) and the 10ng consonants as truly double 
consonants in (32b). A further prediction would be that the 
geminate constraint, although applying to the ambisyllabic consonants 
(32a), would not apply to the long consonants (32b). 

(32 ) a. " / C C 
'\ / 

t 

b. "\. 

C 
I 
t 

/ 
c 
I 
t 

c. 
""-/ c 

I 
t 

The structure in (32b) has independent motivation in the 
phonology of gemination as shown in'work by Kenstowicz. Schein, and 
Steriade. This in fact forces a C-sharing approach to a"bisyllabi
cityas that of elements & Keyser to allcw for a three-way distinc
tion: ambisyllabic consonants (32c), geminate consonants (32a), and 
identical adjacent consonants (32b). Nothing then rules out the 
simultaneous Qccurrence of a11 three ;n one language. Since we do 
not have the C-sharing representation,our theory is in effect a 
subtheory of elements'" Keyser'~ i~ te~ 9f generative ccpacity. 
A theory allowing a three way d1st1nctl0n lS perhaflS 
too powerful,if our observation regarding th~ co~plementary 
distribution of arrbisyllaOicity and true gemlnat10n among languages 
is true. This of course is an emoirical question. 
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'/< We would like to thank Alan Prince and Lisa Selkirk for 
discussion. 

FOOTNOTES 

1. Whether a particular syllable in a word is accented * depends 
on lexical specification and on the derivational and inflectional 
affixes, which may themselves be accented, deaccenting or pre
accenting. The -fu11 treatment of these "Accent Assignment" rules is 
beyond the scope of this paper. See Ito (1983) for discussion. 

2. "phi lolo9ist" "phi 1 0 1 Oqy" "r.1essenoer""messenqers" 
Leve 1 filolög fi 101 og + i bud bud 

Leve 1 2 
filolOy filolog, bu~ bua 

(Word Level) bu -a + Cl 

Output filolöy filol0.9.1 bul buOCl 

The above paradigm shows that there are alternations with respect 
to CG with .level 1 suffixes. Notice that level 2 suffixation does 
not show any alternation because CG has applied on the initial 
cycle. We assume for the purposes of this paper that level 2 is in 
fact the word level in Danish. 

3. Note that the gemination rule proposed in (18) is not restricted 
to Oanish. It is in effect a condition which holds in many other 
languages, like Yupik Eskimo, Italian,and Biblical Hebrew, 
requiring that stressed syllables have a branching rime. In such 
cases either a long vowel or a geminate results, depending on 
1 anguage par.ti cul ar parameters. 

4. The geminate constraint holds for rules which apply to the 
melody element of a geminate if their structura1 description is met 
by on1y one of the skeleton positions of the geminate. This does 
not mean that phonological rules can never apply to geminate 
consonants. Rules, such as Stpd Association, which associate an 
autosegment with the s ke 1 eton pos iti on are not blocked by the 
constraint. For this reason SA can apply in (20a) where CG is 
blocked. The geminate status of the!l. in this exaMple is irrelevant. 

? 
I 
Cl [C 

'Z/ 
kanada 

5. In support of our morphological solution to the so-called schwa 
cases note that there are a few other ~ schwa-initial suffixes, 
e.g. -~ and -isk, in which the preceding consonant undergoes CG in 

BOROWSKY, ITO, MESTER 

exactly the sal'1€ WilY. Observe, too, the compound fonn in c. 

a. ([miEojen1 "bait" 

b. [(joo]isk] "jewish" 

c. [l:\iEoJ[os1 "smell of food" 

Cyelic apol ieation of CG derives a11 cases without necessitating 
the derivation of these suffixes from schwa. 

5. The environrrent qiven is only the general case. In eertain 
eases, rather than apolying after a stressed syllable,it also 
applies between twa unstressed sy11ables (cf. kaDi [0]01). 

7. Since rule (30) itself contains the geminate structure in its 
struetural description. it is not blocked by the geminate constraint. 
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ConfiQurAtionil Notions in DiscoursR Rlpre5Rnt~tion Thlory' 

6ennaro Chierchia and Mats Rooth 

Brown University and University of Nassachusetts, ·Aaherst. 
respecti vel y 

1. Introduction 

Recent Nork by Hans Kamp ind others has been devoted to the 
eonstruction of i new approach to natural language se.anties: 
discourse representation theory. This approach hiS .lready 
provided i number of interesting results in connection .ith soae 
of th~ h.rd~st out.t~ndjng problems in the do~.in of noaln,t and 
te.porat anaphora and It proalses to do ~uch ~ore in connection 
with other funda.enta! i.sues such a5 dRixis, intensionality, and 
belief. . 

Ka.p·s discourse representation theory is bas.d on truth 
conditional (model theoretic) s.~.ntic~, like Mont~gue gr ••• ar 
(16). As in MG, a mod~l theoretie interpretation for a fragaent of 
English is carried on indirectly, by mapping English to 
intersediate structures which are in turn associated ~ith model 
theoretic objects. In Montague's approach, the inter.edlat. level 
is the formal linguage of Inten.iona! Logic (IL1. Kaop replaces 
thi. l~vel with entitie. of i nove! kind: DRSs (discaurse 
representation structures). DRSs are said to be representations 
of ho. the _orld nught to look on the basis of _hat i5 siid. An 
aspeet that the t"o theories have in comaon is that thR 
interaediate level provides a plael _here quantifier scope and 
anaphorie relations are overtly and una=biguously represented. 

-) .. _---- ---

One plice where the two theories seeQ to diverge is the role 
of the internal 'syntax' of the intersediate structures. In .an, 
versions of MG, the syntactic configurations of the interaediate 
10Qicai language are said to play no non-dispen;ible role. In 
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